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Helicopter Rotor Blade Multiple-Section 
Optimization with Performance Considerations 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents advancements in a surrogate-based, rotor blade design optimization framework for improved 
helicopter performance. The framework builds on previous successes by allowing multiple airfoil sections to be 
designed simultaneously to minimize required rotor power in multiple flight conditions. Rotor power in hover and 
forward flight, at advance ratio 𝜇 = 0.3, are used as objective functions in a multi-objective genetic algorithm. The 
framework is constructed using Galaxy Simulation Builder with optimization provided through integration with 
Dakota. Three independent airfoil sections are morphed using ParFoil and aerodynamic coefficients for the updated 
airfoil shapes (i.e., lift, drag, moment) are calculated using linear interpolation from a database generated using 
C81Gen/ARC2D. Final rotor performance is then calculated using RCAS. Several demonstrative optimization case 
studies were conducted using the UH-60A main rotor. The degrees of freedom for this case are limited to the airfoil 
camber, camber crest position, thickness, and thickness crest position for each of the sections. The results of the three-
segment case study show improvements in rotor power of 4.3% and 0.8% in forward flight and hover, respectively. 
This configuration also yields greater reductions in rotor power for high advance ratios, e.g., 6.0% reduction at 𝜇 =
0.35, and 8.8% reduction at 𝜇 = 0.4. 

NOTATION 
𝐶! Rotor power coefficient 
𝑐 Airfoil chord length 
D Feasibility metric (L2 norm) 
𝑓" Camber scaling factor 
𝑓# Thickness scaling factor 
𝑚 Camber in chords 
𝑁$%& Number of CFD evaluations 
𝑁'!# Number of optimizer evaluation 
𝑃𝐿𝐿 Pitch link load, lb 
PLLhptp Half-peak-to-peak pitch link load, lb 
𝑝 Camber crest position in chords 
R Rotor radius, ft 
𝑡 Airfoil thickness in chords 
S Estimated speedup factor 
𝑡$%& CFD evaluation time  
𝑡'!# Optimizer iteration evaluation time 
𝑋 Feasible design space, 𝑋 ⊂ ℛ 
𝑥 Airfoil thickness crest position in chords 

𝜗 Design parameter set/vector 
𝜇 Advance ratio 
𝜎 Rotor solidity  

INTRODUCTION1 

Throughout their history, rotorcraft have demonstrated 
incredible versatility for civilian and military applications. 
Their ability to take off and land practically anywhere 
provides unique advantages over other forms of aircraft. 
These advantages, however, carry with them many 
complexities that make designing components with optimal 
characteristics very difficult. Many of the difficulties can be 
attributed to the wide variety of conditions through which the 
rotors are operated throughout the flight envelope. Recently, 
many researchers have attempted to improve rotorcraft 
performance through optimization of the main rotor.  

Imiela and Wilke (Ref. 1) analyzed the effects of blade twist 
and anhedral on hover and forward flight performance for the 
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EC1 and EC2 rotors. Their experiments were a series of single 
objective optimizations using the Dakota optimization library 
(Ref. 2) with METAR/Euler flow solvers (Ref. 3) to either 
maximize the Figure of Merit (FM) or minimize the power 
requirements of the rotor. They noted that the competing 
objectives in a combined optimization made improvement in 
both conditions difficult, with the design space offering little 
room for increased performance, e.g., 2.2% power reduction 
at 240 km/h (𝜇 = 0.334), but with a degradation in FM of 
0.5% at 𝐶( 𝜎⁄ = 0.093 (hover was not considered in 
objective). 

Leon et al. (Ref. 4) used a CONMIN/elsA/HOST 
computational workflow (Refs. 5–7) to carry out a 
multiobjective optimization of the ERATO rotor (Ref. 8). 
They coupled the Dakota optimizer with a Nash Game 
algorithm (Ref. 9) which divided the design space between 
two non-cooperative “players,” where each attempted to 
improve its objective. They used blade twist, sweep, and 
chord as design parameters with models constructed using 
Bezier curves and cubic splines. With a constraint on the 
maximum pitch link load imposed, the forward flight rotor 
power was reduced by as much as 1% with respect to the 
baseline, while FM was also improved by 2 counts (about 3%) 
at 𝐶( 𝜎⁄ = 0.0625. 

Wang et al. (Ref. 10) used the sequential quadratic-
programming optimizer SNOPT (Ref. 11) to perform 
constrained multiobjective optimization of the UH-60A main 
rotor. Deformations of blade twist, airfoil thickness and 
camber were done using MASSOUD (Ref. 12) and 81 design 
variables located at intervals along the blade span. Their 
technique used a linear combination of FM and rotor power 
for a forward flight condition (𝜇 = 0.368) as the objective 
function, calculated using FUN3D and DYMORE. With this 
strategy, they were able to show a reduction in rotor power of 
3.91% at 𝜇 = 0.368, while improving FM by 1.03%.  

Lim (Ref. 13) adopted an ad-hoc approach to improving the 
UH-60A rotor power. CAMRAD II was used to compare the 
baseline rotor power using the existing airfoils (SC1094R8 
inboard and SC1095 outboard) with advanced airfoils 
(SC2110 inboard and SSC-A09 outboard). While formal 
optimization was not used in this study, he found that the ad-
hoc approach reduced the rotor power by 7.3% at 𝜇 = 0.3 and 
12.1% at 𝜇 = 0.4. These results suggest that greater 
improvements in rotor power ought to be possible by 
employing rigorous optimization methodologies. 

Allen et al. (Ref. 14) introduced an automated framework for 
multiobjective blade optimization that combined the airfoil 
parameterization code ParFoil (Ref. 13) with the Dakota 
numerical optimization library. The framework was based on 
a surrogate modeling approach to generate airfoil 
performance tables (C81 tables) that substantially reduced the 
required computational resources. This work separately 
employed both the CONMIN algorithm and a multiobjective 
genetic algorithm (Ref. 15) to minimize the power 

requirements during hover and forward flight (𝜇 = 0.3). The 
selected parameters were airfoil thickness and thickness crest 
position at the blade tip (84-100% of the rotor radius, R). 
Multiobjective CONMIN was performed using the weighted 
sum of the individual responses and investigating variations 
in function weights. Conversely, the multiobjective genetic 
algorithm (MOGA) is used to populate the Pareto front and 
then the best designs are selected by the user upon 
completion. Results from the gradient-based and genetic 
algorithms were compared, showing that comparable 
reductions in rotor power are feasible for either method, 
provided a suitable starting condition for CONMIN. This 
multiobjective framework reduced the required power by 
3.5% in forward flight and 0.4% in hover.  

Multi-objective optimization maintains an ever-increasing 
role in the design of rotorcraft and their components (Refs. 
16–18). Furthermore, multi-objective optimization itself is a 
rapidly advancing field with many established algorithms as 
well as an ever-expanding list of newly proposed alternatives 
(Ref. 19). For this work, MOGA was selected over NSGA-II 
(Ref. 20) and other established approaches (Refs. 21–24) for 
its robustness and convenient implementation in Dakota.  

The presented work builds on the previous results in Ref. 14 
by extending the framework to allow for multiple blade 
sections to morph independently.  In addition to airfoil 
thickness and crest position, the current work also considers 
airfoil camber and camber crest position. The objectives of 
this work are 1) to demonstrate the feasibility of the MOGA 
approach in the Galaxy environment for the application to 
rotor performance design, 2) to improve upon previous results 
as measured by further reduction of rotor power, and 3) 
demonstrate the abilities of the rotor blade optimization 
framework with multiple airfoil sections. 

METHODOLOGY 
Galaxy Simulation Builder 

Galaxy Simulation Builder (GSB) is a general-purpose tool 
for controlling the environment and execution of programs on 
a target host system. It has native integration with Dakota and 
provides tools for executing programs remotely on high-
performance computing (HPC) systems. GSB differentiates 
itself by its robust integration with the Department of Defense 
Supercomputing Resource Center (DSRC) network of 
supercomputers. GSB streamlines the connection and data 
transfer process to these machines and manages environment 
setup, job submission, monitoring, and report generation.  

Analysis capabilities in GSB are largely provided through its 
integration with Dakota. GSB provides customized GUI 
support for setting up Dakota simulations as part of the 
integration between the two tools. The combination of 
Galaxy’s parallel job monitoring, management, and execution 
with Dakota’s extensive analysis capabilities provides a 
powerful framework for multi-fidelity and multidisciplinary 
analysis. 
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This work uses GSB to construct an automated framework for 
rotor blade optimization. The framework itself is relatively 
unchanged from its initial implementation in Ref. 14, though 
much of the underlying scripting has been updated to 
accommodate additional capabilities. The framework consists 
of two interdependent workflows: the C81 model builder 
workflow,  and the multiobjective rotor blade optimization 
workflow. A simplified flowchart illustrating the framework 
is shown in Figure 1. 

C81 Model Builder Workflow 

The C81 model builder workflow is built around C81Gen 
(Refs. 25, 26), a wrapper for 2D airfoil mesh generation and 
NASA’s ARC2D Navier-Stokes CFD solver (Ref. 27). A 
user-defined sampling method (e.g., regular, random, Latin 
hypercube) is used to populate the design space, and then 
airfoil performance tables such as those used by rotorcraft 
comprehensive analysis codes (e.g., C81 tables) are generated 
for each design.  

The choice of shape parameterization methodology is one of 
the most crucial components of optimization. A good 
parameterization accesses the entirety of the feasible design 
space using the smallest number of design parameters 
possible. This work uses the airfoil parameterization code 
ParFoil (Ref. 13) to accomplish this task. ParFoil starts with a 
baseline airfoil geometry and morphs it into a new design by 
augmenting the design parameters. The design parameters are 
leading-edge radius, leading-edge droop, camber (𝑚), camber 
crest position (𝑝), thickness (𝑡), thickness crest position (𝑥), 
trailing-edge camber, trailing-edge camber crest position, and 
boat-tail angle. Before parameterization, the baseline airfoil 
coordinates are redistributed using a nonuniform radial basis 
spline (NURBS). The baseline values for the design 
parameters are then extracted from the spline curve.  

Figure 2. Effects of parameter changes in ParFoil on 
SC1095 airfoil geometry. Vertical scales are exaggerated. 

Parameter augmentation is performed by applying either a 
scaling factor or delta value to the baseline and then updating 
the airfoil coordinates. The individual effects of varying the 
𝑚, 𝑝, 𝑡, and 𝑥 parameters (used in this study) are shown in 
Figure 2. Baseline values are denoted with zero subscripts. A 
summary of the parameter formulations and their feasible 
bounds for the SC1095 airfoil is given in Table 1. 

Once all of the tables are complete, they are stored in a 
database. The database is then used to fit a model using 
interpolation or some form of regression (e.g., a neural 
network). The surrogate model is saved and can be 
downloaded for future use. The model fitting and storage 
tasks are handled by a custom Python API written for this 
work. 

Figure 1. Flowchart for rotor blade optimization implemented in Galaxy Simulation Builder. 
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Table 1. ParFoil parameters and augmentation strategies. 
All values, except the scaling factors 𝒇𝒎 and 𝒇𝒕, are given 
in fractions of the airfoil chord.  

Symbol Baselinea  Strategy Feasible Bounds 
m 0.0081 𝑚 = 𝑚+𝑓" 0.0 ≤ 𝑓" ≤ 1.5 
p 0.270 𝑝 = 𝑝+ + Δ𝑝 −0.0965 ≤ Δ𝑝 ≤ 0.1035 
t 0.095 𝑡 = 𝑡+𝑓# 0.5 ≤ 𝑓# ≤ 1.3 
x 0.270 𝑥 = 𝑥+ + Δ𝑥 −0.1 ≤ Δ𝑥 ≤ 0.25

a SC1095 

Rotor Blade Optimization Workflow 

The rotor blade optimization workflow begins according to 
the user-defined optimization algorithm selected through 
Dakota. Following parameter substitution, it then leverages 
the surrogate model described above to replace expensive 
CFD calculations within the optimization loop. The surrogate 
model is used to generate new airfoil tables which are inserted 
into the appropriate input files before running the RCAS 
rotorcraft comprehensive code (Refs. 28, 29).  Details of the 
rotor model and flight conditions specific to this work are 
given in subsequent sections. After the RCAS simulations are 
complete, the desired performance metrics are extracted and 
returned to the Dakota optimizer. The simulation proceeds 
according to the chosen optimization method.  

An advantage to using the Galaxy framework is the built-in 
tools for job monitoring. Real-time results are collected by 
Galaxy and made available via a convenient web interface. 
This can save the user substantial amounts of time versus 
manually navigating to the on-disk locations of the output 
files. In addition to the tabular view of input and output data, 
Galaxy also provides some basic analysis tools (e.g., 
statistical summaries, parallel line plots) that can be used 
without requiring any data transfer. Users can also use the 
web interface to locate specific results and output files for 
further investigation. 

Rotor Model 

The starting point for this work is the standard UH-60A main 
rotor. The rotor radius, R, is 26.833 ft, and the rotational speed 
is 27.03 rad/s. The standard rotor is made up of two airfoils: 
the SC1095 extending from the blade root to 0.48R, the 
SC1094R8 from 0.48R to 0.84R, and then returning to the 
SC1095 from 0.84R to the blade tip.  

This work performs shape deformation on three distinct 
sections of the blade. The segments are: the blade tip segment 
(Tip: 0.92857R to 1.0R), the outboard-1 segment (OB1: 
0.85404R to 0.91R) and the outboard-2 segment (OB2: 
0.73575R to 0.83851R). Figure 3 shows sketches of the 
baseline and optimized blade configurations with airfoil 
distributions and segment labels. 

Figure 3. Sketches of a) standard UH-60A rotor blade, and 
b) the optimized rotor blade with airfoil distributions.

The UH-60A blade model is constructed using the rotorcraft 
comprehensive code RCAS.  Lookup tables are used to define 
airfoil performance coefficients for each airfoil. For strictly 
unmodified blade segments (e.g., the initial span of SC1095 
stretching from the root to 0.48R), experimentally obtained 
values are used for the tables. For all other sections, the 
baseline experimental tables are replaced with tables 
produced by C81Gen. The differences between 
experimentally-derived tables and those produced by CFD are 
different enough that failing to make this substitution results 
in artificially high reductions in rotor power. Amending the 
baseline airfoil tables ensures a fair comparison between them 
and the modified airfoil results.  

Note that the segments are morphed independently. To more 
deeply understand the behavior of the optimizer and the 
underlying physics, this paper presents the results of three 
separate optimization scenarios. The first considers only the 
Tip segment, the second considers the Tip and OB1 segments, 
and the last considers modification of the Tip, OB1, and OB2 
segments. 

Flight Conditions 

The flight conditions used for the UH-60A in this work are 
hover and steady forward flight. The forward flight condition 
corresponds to an advance ratio of 𝜇	=	0.3. Trim targets for 
this and the hover case are based on test results from the 
USAF National Full-scale Aerodynamics Complex (NFAC) 
40 ft by 80 ft wind tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center 
(Ref. 30). The rotor model is based on the experimental setup 
for the same test. The model uses an isolated rotor with a 4-
DOF propulsive trim. The trim targets are thrust, propulsive 
force, rotor roll and pitch moments, and the trim variables are 
the blade collective, lateral and longitudinal cyclic controls, 
and the rotor shaft angle (i.e., nose-down pitching). The trim 
variables are given initial values and then updated until 
equilibrium is reached. The hover condition uses the same 
model with updated initial conditions suitable for a zero free 
stream velocity.  
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Figure 4. Plots of the PLL oscillation (upper) and  PLLhptp 
(lower) histories versus rotor revolution. 

A third flight condition used is the Utility Tactical Transport 
Aerial System (UTTAS) pull-up maneuver. This condition is 
used to investigate the maximum design load on the pitch link. 
Flight conditions are based on test C11029 of the UH-60A 
Airloads Flight Test Program (Ref. 31). The rotorcraft enters 
the maneuver near its maximum forward flight speed and 
quickly pulls up, achieving load factors that greatly exceed 
the steady-state lift limit of the rotor. In the severe case of the 
C11029 test condition, the vehicle experiences a normal load 
factor of 2.1g. The maneuver lasts for approximately 40 rotor 
revolutions before returning to level flight. During the 
maneuver, the time history of the pitch link load (𝑃𝐿𝐿) is 
recorded as shown in the upper plot of Figure 4. Additionally, 
the half-peak-to-peak pitch link load (𝑃𝐿𝐿,!#!) is calculated, 
as shown in the lower plot in Figure 4. 

The pitch pink load is intended to constrain the optimization 
such that it may not exceed that of the baseline configuration. 
While implementation of the maneuvering flight condition 
into the GSB workflow is complete, validation is ongoing. 
Therefore, most of the results in this paper are given for 
unconstrained optimization. Further details are provided in 
the Constrained Optimization section of the results. 

Airfoil Surrogate Model 

The development of the surrogate model used for airfoil 
performance predictions is described in Ref. 14. At this time, 
the model is reduced to a linear interpolation scheme. 
Interpolation is easily performed on a regular grid or irregular 
grid using Delaunay triangulation. Implementation of more 
sophisticated models (e.g., neural networks) has been limited 
due to inaccuracies in the drag coefficient, 𝑐&, near the zero 
angle of attack. Improvement of the modeling technique is an 
area of active development within the group.  

Regardless of the modeling technique used, it must be built 
upon existing data. Initially, many airfoil tables must be 
generated using CFD simulations (via C81Gen). Each of these 

tables takes an average of approximately 150 CPU hours to 
complete. By comparison, the surrogate model using linear 
interpolation on a regular grid can generate a new table in 0.5-
0.8 seconds. Let the speedup, 𝑆, be defined as the ratio of CPU 
times for optimization performed with the surrogate model 
(including generation of the database) to that of optimization 
performed using only CFD. The ratio can be represented as  

𝑆 =
𝑁'!#F𝑡$%& + 𝑡'!#G
𝑁$%&𝑡$%& +𝑁'!#𝑡'!#

, (1) 

where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 is the number of evaluations required by the 
optimizer, 𝑁𝑐𝑓𝑑 is the number of tables generated via CFD for 
the surrogate model database, 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑡 is the time for a single 
optimizer iteration, and 𝑡𝑐𝑓𝑑 is the time to generate a table 
using CFD. The time for the surrogate model to generate a 
table is considered negligible.   

A database was generated for the airfoil surrogate model with 
four design parameters: m, p, t, and x. More accurately, the 
input parameters for the database are the augmentation 
values: 𝑓",	Δ𝑝,	𝑓# ,	and	Δ𝑥. Points were sampled on a regular 
grid with four partitions (five levels) per parameter. The 
resulting database contained 625 tables (i.e., 𝑁$%& = 5- =
625). Note that the level spacing within each parameter was 
not uniform. Instead, the spacing was skewed such that 1) the 
baseline values were captured for each parameter, 2) the 
levels covered the full feasible design space, and 3) the 
desired number of levels is maintained. The grid levels for 
each of the active parameters are shown here:  

𝑓" = {0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5}	
Δ𝑝 = {−0.0965,−0.045, 0.0, 0.5, 0.1035}	
𝑓# = {0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.15, 1.3}	
Δ𝑥 = {−0.1, 0.0, 0.08, 0.16, 0.25}. 

The augmentation values above yield the absolute parameter 
ranges here (fractions of airfoil chord): 

𝑚 ∈ [0.0, 0.00121]	
𝑝 ∈ [0.1701, 0.3735]	
𝑡 ∈ [0.0475, 0.1235]	
𝑥 ∈ [0.167, 0.517]. 

The average CFD evaluation time (𝑡$%&) during the database 
generation was 2.6 hours. The total time needed to generate 
this database was approximately 7.15 × 10- CPU hours. 
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the two theoretical 
times as functions of 𝑁'!# on a log scale. The average 
optimization function evaluation time (𝑡'!#) used was 0.167 
hours. The figure shows that generating a database and 
interpolating, or fitting a model to it, is favorable whenever 
the anticipated 𝑁'!# exceeds the projected size of the 
database, 𝑁$%&.   

All of the discussion in this section assumes that the model 
database is populated specifically for a single optimization 
case. In reality, once a database is created, it can continue to 
be used indefinitely as long as the conditions under which it 
was made are still valid (e.g., same active design parameters, 
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same baseline airfoil). In this scenario, 𝑁$%& is equal to zero, 
and Eq. (1) can be simplified to show the effective speedup 
factor, 𝑆.%%, such that 

𝑆.%% =
𝑁'!#F𝑡$%& + 𝑡'!#G

𝑁'!#𝑡'!#
. (2) 

Optimization Problem Statement 

A new airfoil design is obtained via variable substitution by 
Dakota. Let 𝜗/ be the set of input parameters such that 
𝜗/ = {𝑓", ∆𝑝, 𝑓# , ∆𝑥}/ is the set of parameter augmentation 
values for the 𝑖th airfoil section. For this work, the remaining 
parameters are fixed at their baseline values. A surrogate 
model is then used to generate an updated C81 table for the 
new airfoil. The table is provided to RCAS, and the airfoil 
performance is evaluated based on the rotorcraft power 
coefficient at a given flight condition.  This study considers 
two cases: hover and forward flight with advance ratio 
𝜇 = 0.3. The power coefficients in these two cases, 𝐶!,, and 
𝐶!,% respectively, are therefore functions of 𝜗/. Thus, the 
optimization formulation is 

minimize									𝑓3 = 𝐶!,%(𝜗3, … , 𝜗4)	
	𝑓5 = 𝐶!,,(𝜗3, … , 𝜗4)	

subject	to								𝜗/ ∈ 𝑋,				𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛 

where n is the number of airfoil sections being optimized and 
𝑋 is the feasible design space (defined in Table 1 for the 
SC1095 airfoil).  

When the maneuvering case is used, an inequality constraint 
function, 𝑔3, is added to the optimization formulation. 𝑔3 is 
defined as the ratio of the maximum PLLhptp for the modified 
blade to that of the baseline blade, and is represented as  

𝑔3(𝜗3, … , 𝜗4) =
maxd𝑃𝐿𝐿,!#!(𝜗3, … , 𝜗4)e	

max d𝑃𝐿𝐿,!#!(𝜗+)e
. (3) 

A design violates the constraint if the value of 𝑔3 exceeds that 
of the baseline blade configuration, i.e., 𝑔3(𝜗3, … , 𝜗4) ≤ 1. 

Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm 

MOGA is the primary optimization technique use in this work 
and is based on the work of Eddy and Lewis (Ref. 15). The 
algorithm uses distinct-point and clustering metrics to 
generate a distribution of points in the Pareto front that is as 
close to uniform as possible. Some of the key aspects of the 
algorithm are summarized below, along with some of the 
specific settings used in this work. 

Optimization begins with an initial population, pop0, of points 
distributed throughout the design space, typically a simple 
random distribution. The initial population is evaluated and 
then assessed according to a fitness function. In this case, the 
fitness function is the “domination count” of each point. By 
definition, point B has a domination count, n, if there exist n  
points, A3,	. . , A4, that improve the outcome of one or more 
objectives of B without degradation of another. Put simply, 
points A3,	. . , A4 are more optimal than point B. Figure 6 
illustrates how domination count is determined for a simple 
case in which the two objectives are to be minimized. Any 
points that fall in the lower-left quadrant relative to a point B 
are said to dominate B, as shown by the red, dashed lines. 

A constraint penalty function is also used to measure the 
feasibility of each design. The constraint metric, D, is the L2 
norm of the constraint functions and is computed using 

𝐷 = hijmax d0, 𝑔6(𝜗)ek
5
+i|ℎ7(𝜗)|5

8!

793

8"

693

, (4) 

where 𝜗 is the design parameter vector, 𝑔6 for 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑁6 
are the inequality constraints, and ℎ7 for 𝑘 = 1,… ,𝑁7 are the 
equality constraints. 

Figure 6. Simple multiobjective response plot showing 
how point B is dominated by A1, A2, and A3. The red, 
dashed lines indicate the boundary between dominating 
and non-dominating points. 

Figure 5. Computation time in CPU hours versus the 
number of evaluations for optimization with CFD only, 
and with the surrogate model included. 
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The genetic algorithm then loops through the following steps 
until convergence or stopping criteria is reached: 

1. Generate “mating pool” – The mating pool is
generated based on the feasibility metric, D, determined
from Eq. (4). All points in the current population, pop/,
are represented at least once in the pool, regardless of
feasibility. Points with lower values of D are
represented more frequently, increasing the likelihood
that they will reproduce. All feasible points are given an
equal chance of reproducing that is higher than for
infeasible points.

2. Explore the design space – New design points are
generated via two sequential processes: crossover and
mutation.
a. Crossover – Two individuals in the mating pool are

chosen at random to form a “mating pair.” The two
points are crossed over using bit switching in the
binary encoded genome of two designs, a method
known as single point uniform parameterized
crossover (Ref. 32). The resulting “children,” pop/,$,
are then added to pop/, yielding the interim
population: pop/4#.:/" = pop/ + pop/,$. The
number of children produced from each pair may
vary and is set to three for this work. The chance of
a crossover event occurring for any given point is
80%.

b. Mutation – Introduce random variation by choosing
a random variable from a random point and
converting it to a binary string. It then flips a
randomly chosen bit in the string from 0 to 1, or vice
versa. Thus, the interim population becomes
pop/4#.:/" = M(pop/ + pop/,$), where M is the bit
mutation operator. The chance of a mutation event
occurring for any given point is 8%.

3. Evaluate the fitness function – Evaluate objective and
constraint functions for the interim population. Note that
duplicate points in any generation are not reevaluated.
The interim population is then ranked according to
domination count.

4. Check stopping criteria – Determine whether stopping
criteria are satisfied (e.g., maximum function
evaluations) and proceed accordingly.
a. Not satisfied – Down-select the interim population

to points with a domination count of six or fewer.
Apply additional “niche pressure” by enforcing a
minimum Euclidean distance between designs. This
controls clustering of very similar points, thus
limiting the tendency for the population size to grow
very large and encouraging differentiation along the
Pareto front. For this work, the minimum distance is
1 x 10-6 units. The units correspond to the units of
each objective (non-dimensional in this case). The
new population, pop/;3, is returned to step 1.

b. Satisfied – End optimization at the current
generation. The Pareto front is the non-dominated
subset of the final population (i.e., domination count
is zero).

Figure 7 illustrates the evolution of 𝐶!,, and 𝐶!,% responses 
for select population numbers in an example case (Case Study 
2 in the following section). The plot shows the progression 
from the relatively wide range of responses in pop0 toward the 
final set of non-dominated points making up the Pareto front. 
Note that the number of function evaluations is much greater 
than the sum of the points in each population. This is due to 
the inflated size of each interim population that must be 
evaluated to ensure coverage of the design space.  

RESULTS 

Case Study 1: Single Airfoil Section 

For the first case study (CS1), the optimization framework 
described above was used to morph the Tip segment of the 
UH-60A main rotor to minimize 𝐶!,, and 𝐶!,%. The design 
parameters were airfoil camber, camber crest position, 
thickness, and thickness crest position. This simulation 
resembles the ones reported in Ref. 14, however it differs in 
that it considers a smaller portion of the blade (0.92R to 1.0R 
instead of 0.84R to 1.0R), and uses more design parameters.  

Figure 8. CS1 multiobjective response. Plot shows 𝑪𝒑,𝒉 vs. 
𝑪𝒑,𝒇 and is colored by the evaluation number. 

Figure 7. Evolution of 𝑪𝒑,𝒉 vs. 𝑪𝒑,𝒇 for select populations 
in CS2. 
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Figure 9. CS1 optimized airfoil geometry compared with 
the SC1095 (baseline). 

The run was initialized with a population of 440 randomly 
distributed points. Optimization ended after reaching the 
maximum number of function evaluations; 10,000 in this 
case. The result was 9,974 unique designs evaluated over 10 
optimizer generations. The Pareto front contained 64 points. 
The wall-clock time, including queue, for CS1 was 33.7 
hours. The estimated theoretical speedup factor yielded by 
Eq. (1) is 𝑆 = 15.9, indicating that the proposed approach is 
15.9 times faster than using CFD alone, including the time 
needed for database generation.  

The optimized rotor performance gains are, expectedly, 
modest given the limited scope of blade modifications. Figure 
8 shows the responses of 𝐶!,, and 𝐶!,% for this case. The points 
are colored by the evaluation number. Note that many 
function evaluations take place within each optimizer 
generation. A single point was selected from the Pareto front 
for further analysis and is highlighted in the figure. The point, 
P9109, was selected since it provided the largest improvement 
in 𝐶!,% of any design in the experiment. This selection 
criterion is used due to the relative sensitivity of 𝐶!,% being 
higher than 𝐶!,,. The observed reduction in 𝐶!,% for the 
selected point was 2.38% while it also reduced 𝐶!,, by 0.35%. 
Whereas the highest performing points when favoring 𝐶!,, 
only improve the objective to 0.65%. Further evidence 
supporting the choice in this P9109 is given later in this 
section.  

The modified airfoil cross-section, denoted CS1-P9109, is 
shown in Figure 9. Compared to the baseline (SC1095) the
optimal design has reduced camber (𝑚(/!) and the maximum
camber crest position (𝑝(/!) is moved toward the leading
edge. Additionally, the thickness (𝑡(/!) has been reduced and
the thickness crest position (𝑥(/!) moved toward the trailing
edge.  

Case Study 2: Two Airfoil Sections 

The next case study (CS2) considers morphing of the Tip and 
OB1 blade segments. The optimizer was, again, initialized 
with 440 randomly distributed points. To account for the 
increase in design variables, the maximum function 
evaluations were increased to 50,000. This setup resulted in 
49,857 unique designs evaluated over 17 MOGA generations. 
The final Pareto front contained 218 points. Wall-clock time, 

Figure 10. CS2 multiobjective response. Plot shows 𝑪𝒑,𝒉 
vs. 𝑪𝒑,𝒇 and is colored by the evaluation number. 

Figure 11. CS2 optimized airfoil geometries compared 
with the SC1095 (baseline). 

including queue, for CS2 was 142.0 hours and Eq. (1) yields 
the estimated CPU time speedup factor, 𝑆 = 77.5. The 
increase in wall-clock time compared to CS1 is due to the 
increased number of evaluations. Conversely, it is the larger 
number of evaluations that provides the substantial increase 
in speedup factor. Additionally, CS2 leverages the database 
that was generated previously. Therefore, Eq. (2) is used to 
calculate the effective speedup factor, yielding 𝑆.%% = 2747. 

The objective responses for all points in CS2 are plotted in 
Figure 10, with the Pareto front shown as black stars. The 
point P47522 is selected from the Pareto front using the same 
criteria as for CS1. This design point reduces 𝐶!,% and 𝐶!,, by 
3.74% and 0.80%, respectively. The optimized airfoil 
geometries for CS2 are shown in Figure 11. The tip airfoil, 
denoted CS2-P47522Tip, has deformations similar to that in 
CS1. The maximum camber and thickness are both decreased, 
while the crest positions move toward the leading edge and 
trailing edge, respectively. The thickness profile (𝑡?@3 and 
𝑥?@3) for the outboard airfoil, CS2-P47522OB1, is very similar 
to that of the tip airfoil. However, CS2-P47522OB1 differs 
from both the baseline and CS2-P47522Tip in its camber 
profile. The maximum camber (𝑚?@3) increased by 
approximately 27% from the baseline, while the camber crest 
position (𝑝?@3) moved slightly toward the trailing edge 
compared to that of the baseline.  
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Figure 12. CS3 multiobjective response. Plot shows 𝑪𝒑,𝒉 
vs. 𝑪𝒑,𝒇 and is colored by the evaluation number. 

Case Study 3: Three Airfoil Sections 

The final case study (CS3) considers the morphing of all three 
airfoil segments: Tip, OB1, and OB2. The total number of 
design variables for CS3 is 12. This case used an initial 
population of 440 points and limited the maximum 
evaluations to 50,000. The result was 49,923 unique 
evaluations over 10 optimizer generations. The final 
population size was 93 points. The wall-clock time, including 
queue, for this simulation was 84.8 hours with up to 440 
concurrent evaluations. The decrease in wall-clock time 
compared to CS2 indicates that, on average, much less time 
was spent waiting in the queue. Equations (1) and (2) yield 
speedup factors 𝑆 = 77.5 and 𝑆.%% = 2747, respectively. 
These values are identical to those of CS2 since they use the 
same database and have nearly the same number of unique 
evaluations.  

The response plot, as well as the selected point for this case 
(P98104), are shown in Figure 12. P98104 improves 𝐶!,% and 
𝐶!,, by 4.63% and 0.59%, respectively. Optimal airfoil 
geometries for CS3 are shown in Figure 13. The tip and OB1 
airfoils, CS3-P48104Tip and CS3-P48104OB1, respectively, are 
drawn in Figure 13a with the SC1095. Whereas, the OB2 
airfoil, CS3-P48104OB2, is drawn in Figure 13b with the 
SC1094R8. This division accounts for the differing baseline 
airfoils at each segment.  

Note that while CS3-P48104OB2 replaces the SC1094R8 for 
the indicated section, it is derived parametrically from the 
SC1095. This distinction makes no difference if all nine 
design parameters are included. However, since the degrees 
of freedom are limited to 𝑚, 𝑝, 𝑡, and 𝑥 in this analysis, there 
are locations in the design space that cannot be accessed (i.e., 
it cannot recreate the SC1094R8). This limitation is one 
possible explanation for the slight degradation of 𝐶!,, from 
CS2 to CS3. If the full design space were available, the 
optimization framework is expected to match, or improve 
upon, all objectives from the previous case. Another possible 
reason for the degradation is that the maximum number of 

Figure 13. CS3 optimized airfoil geometries. Plot a) shows 
the OB1 and Tip segments compared with the SC1095 
airfoil, whereas plot b) shows the OB2 segment compared 
with the SC1094R8 airfoil. 

Table 2. Summary of blade parameters and responses for 
CS1, CS2, and CS3 (fraction of airfoil chord). 

CS1 
P9109 

CS2 
P47522 

CS3 
P48104 

Baseline a 
UH-60A 

𝑚(/! 0.0045 0.0040 0.0045 0.0081 
𝑝(/! 0.1770 0.1800 0.1840 0.2700 
𝑡(/! 0.0712 0.0715 0.0706 0.0950 
𝑥(/! 0.3500 0.3610 0.3490 0.2700 
𝑚?@3  – 0.0102 0.0108 0.0081 
𝑝?@3 – 0.2260 0.2230 0.2700 
𝑡?@3 – 0.0712 0.0714 0.0950 
𝑥?@3 – 0.3540 0.3460 0.2700 
𝑚?@5  – – 0.0117 0.0210 
𝑝?@5 – – 0.2380 0.2170 
𝑡?@5 – – 0.0725 0.0940 
𝑥?@5 – – 0.3150 0.2780 
a SC1095 for the Tip and OB1 segments, SC1094R8 for the OB2 

section. 

evaluations were unchanged from CS2 to CS3. More 
evaluations/generations would likely drive the Pareto front to 
a point where 𝐶!,, is improved further by CS3. An 
improvement of this nature is expected to be limited. 

A summary of the optimized geometries for all three case 
studies is shown in Table 2. The values for 𝑚, 𝑝, 𝑡, and 𝑥 for 
each deformed section, as well as the baseline airfoils, are 
represented in fractions of airfoil chord length. The crest 
positions are measured from the leading edge. The CS3 

a) 

b)
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solutions for the Tip and OB1 blade segments are similar to 
their counterparts in CS1 and CS2. The OB2 maximum 
camber (𝑚?@5) is the largest of any optimized designs, as is 
the thickness (𝑡?@5), though each is substantially less than the 
baseline value. The crest positions exhibit the same trends as 
noted previously; with the maximum camber (𝑝?@5) moving 
toward the leading edge and the maximum thickness  (𝑥?@5) 
moving toward the trailing edge. 

Speed Sweep Analysis 

A speed sweep was conducted for the selected points from 
CS1, CS2, and CS3. RCAS was used to calculate 𝐶! for 
several forward flight speeds using each optimized 
configuration. Trim targets for this analysis are based on the 
measured values from the NFAC flight test (Ref. 30). The 
results of this sweep are shown in Figure 14. Despite only two 
of the conditions being considered during optimization, the 
rotor performance is improved at all flight speeds, especially 
at high advance ratios (𝜇 > 0.3).  

A second set of the optimal designs favoring hover 
performance is chosen from the Pareto front for the three 
different segment designs, denoted as CS1-P9735, CS2-
P46472, and CS3-45148. The associated results are shown in 
Figure 15. This figure supports the decision to analyze the 
designs optimized favoring 𝐶!,%. The increase in hover 
performance gained from favoring 𝐶!,, in the optimization is 
not significant, whereas there is a substantial performance 
loss at high advance ratios.  Using the baseline hover 
performance as the upper bound to an inequality constraint 
may also be an attractive solution.  

An in-depth examination of the aerodynamic and structural 
loads for the CS2 and CS3 optimized designs is given in a 
companion paper (Ref. 33). 

Constrained Optimization 

Validation of the maneuvering flight condition used for 
evaluating the pitch link load (PLL) constraint is ongoing. 
That said, preliminary results show that consideration of PLL 
is critical to the design optimization process. The 3-section 
case study, CS3, was repeated using the constrained 
optimization problem described previously. The histogram in 
Figure 16 shows that the 𝑃𝐿𝐿,!#! exceeded that of the 
baseline for nearly all of the designs. This is the case for all 
designs in the Pareto set as well, which violated the PLL 
constraint by 14%-26%.  

More work needs to be done to understand this unexpected 
result. One possibility is that the treatment of constraints by 
the optimizer (e.g., using Eq. (4) to penalize violators instead 
of discarding them) may be ill-suited to this particular 
problem. Additionally, the RCAS model used for the UTTAS 
maneuver needs to be closely examined and validated. A 
complete investigation into this is planned for imminent 
future work.  

Figure 14. Rotor power percent change vs. advance ratio 
for CS1, CS2, and CS3 optimized favoring 𝑪𝒑,𝒇. 

Figure 15. Rotor power percent change vs. advance ratio 
for CS1, CS2, and  CS3 optimized favoring 𝑪𝒑,𝒉. 

Figure 16. Probability density histogram for the 
maximum 𝑷𝑳𝑳𝒉𝒑𝒕𝒑.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
This paper demonstrated advancements to the multiobjective 
rotor blade optimization framework first introduced in Ref. 
14. The major take-aways from this work are:

1. An automated framework for multiobjective airfoil
shape optimization of multiple airfoil sections has
been developed

2. The framework was implemented for unconstrained
optimization with multiple airfoil sections and
reduced the rotor power by 0.75% in hover and
8.78% for forward flight (𝜇 = 0.4)

3. Large reductions in rotor power are consistently
obtained over a wide speed range

4. The automated optimization framework successfully
handled several problems of different sizes, though
expertise is still needed by the user to determine an
appropriate optimizer and settings
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